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The Dell Inspiron Mini 9
joins the netbook-size
subcompacts already
offered by Asus, HP, Acer,
and others. Although it
looks like any other laptop, the Mini 9 is about
7" ✕ 9" and a little more
than one inch thick. The
screen is just under nine
inches, and the budget
notebook (less than $400)
weighs only 2 lbs., 5.5 ozs.
Powered by a 1.6GHZ
N270 Intel Atom Processor, there are office apps
and e-mail software preloaded on both the Ubuntu Linux (less expensive)

version and the Windows
XP version, but these very
small laptops are designed
for convenient browsing
on the Internet. Small
enough for an end table in
the living room or a messenger bag on the train,
the format gets its name
(netbook) from its ability
to browse the Web and
play music and videos
with a minimum of effort.
There’s no hard drive, so
the Mini 9 is completely
silent, relying on its 8GB
flash memory and 4-in-1
media card reader for
storage. The first examples

Dell Inspiron Mini 9
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of this format weren’t taken very seriously, but they
appear to be catching on,
and the list of manufacturers is growing.
www.dell.com

The Transportation
Security Administration
(TSA) has recently
approved checkpointfriendly laptop cases that
let customers pass
through airline security
without having to remove
laptops during the check.
The Briggs & Riley
SpeedThru™ laptop sleeve
is among the first to be
Travel Sentry Approved.
It’s available in two
formats—one for use with
a laptop bag and another
to be used as a standalone SpeedThru. The
sleeve conforms to TSA
specs because it only holds
a laptop; it can unfold and
lie flat on the X-ray conveyor; it has no metal
snaps, zippers, pockets, or
emblems; and there are no
thick dividers in the bag.
It also meets the size limitation. The sleeve can be

Briggs & Riley
SpeedThru™ Sleeve

easily opened by security
staff if they need a closer
look. Briggs & Riley has
an FAQ on their website
that explains the federal
requirements and the
company’s attempt to
meet them.
www.briggsandriley.com
The LaCie Little Disk
family of mobile hard
disks won a Bronze design
award at this year’s International Design Excellence
Awards (IDEA®). Along
with the integrated USB
cable and protective cap,
which impressed the
judges, you also get a very
functional ultra-compact
storage device. The hard
disks come in three formats: a 1.3-inch USB 2.0
version that can be 30GB

Tech Forum

The Kroll Global Fraud Report—Part 2 ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ LAST MONTH, WE LOOKED AT SOME OF THE GENERAL

Vulnerabilities

conclusions in the 41-page Kroll Global Fraud Report from

Financial services is unique among the more than a dozen

Kroll Inc., the risk-consulting subsidiary of Marsh & McLen-

industries examined regarding a high risk from money

nan Companies, Inc. Four conclusions from the 892 senior

laundering. The lowest threats listed for the sector are

executives interviewed include: Corporate fraud is serious,

from theft of physical assets or stock and from vendor,

widespread, and multifaceted; new business models driven

supplier, or procurement fraud. The highest risks involve

by globalization are increasing exposure to corporate fraud;

money laundering; regulatory compliance breaches; infor-

fraud is seen primarily as a financial and IT issue; and com-

mation theft, loss, or attack; and, finally, management

pany size and location are meaningful factors.

conflicts of interest.

This month we will examine the specific warnings in the

The medium risk vulnerabilities involve corruption or

report that apply to the financial services sector. The full

bribery, financial mismanagement, internal financial fraud

report is available in six languages at www.kroll.com/fraud.

or theft, and IP theft, piracy, or counterfeiting.
continued on next page

LaCie Little Disk

or 40GB; a 1.8-inch USB
2.0 version with 60GB;
and a 2.5-inch USB 2.0 or
USB 2.0 and FireWire versions with storage anywhere from 80GB to
500GB. The integrated
USB cable pulls out and
can be retracted when you
are covering the unit with
its protective cap. The
LaCieSync software lets
you sync updated data
back to your computer,
including e-mail, which is
protected by AES 128-bit
encryption. The software
also includes a 1-Click
Backup Application.
www.lacie.com

Remember when the universal complaint against
Apple was, “Sure they’re
great computers, but there
aren’t enough programs
written for them”? Well,
when Steve Jobs introduced the iPhone, he
insisted that this phone
was a computer, a real
computer. Now 15
months and 1,700 applications later, there are so
many programs for the
iPhone that there’s even a
need for a freeware app
that will keep track of all
the programs you’ve
downloaded. The official
Apple catalog is online at

www.apple.com/iphone/
appstore, but there are
even more than the
approximately 1,000 apps
listed there. Many of the
programs are very inexpensive or free. Election
’08 ($0.99) tracks up-tothe-minute results and
trends along with leading
national and state polls,
Remote Desktop Lite
(free) gives you access to
your XP desktop, Balance
(free) helps you keep track

of the balance in one of
your accounts (checkbook, credit, or debit
card). There’s also
Bloomberg Mobile (free)
and a variety of White and
Yellow Pages directories
for the U.S. and many
other countries. You could
spend half a morning just
browsing the programs at
iTunes and then Google
the afternoon away for the
others not sold in the
Apple store. ■

iPhone apps
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Second, the money is held and

regulatory oversight.” The Kroll Report

transferred in electronic form—it’s

points out that the pressure to main-

services emerged as the industry

more visible to computers than

tain high returns has forced some

that tended to top the list of counter-

humans, and much more of it can be

funds into new and emerging markets

measures adopted [including] screen-

in one place. Consider how many

in places like Colombia, Angola, Viet-

ing, IT security, reputation monitoring,

account names and numbers would

nam, and Mongolia.

and adoption of risk officers.”

fit wrapped tight on a single reel of

According to the report, “financial

tape. And, third, the sector activities

kets require what Kroll describes as

Identity Theft

are closely regulated, so those costs

“extra due diligence.”

The report claims that more than

are added in.

600,000 consumers are victims of

Despite the expenses for regulat-

Alternative Securities

identity theft in the U.S. each year.

ed security, the amount lost by the

The novelty of new markets can

Of the five most common tech-

892 surveyed was $14.6 million per

obscure warning signs that investors

niques, four involve financial ser-

firm. As information technology

might see immediately in more famil-

vices: “opening new credit-card

becomes increasingly more compli-

iar vehicles. The report points out

accounts; using existing ones; open-

cated, there is increasing vulnerabili-

two areas in which it has document-

ing new deposit accounts; and

ty as the technical complexity

ed new, large-scale frauds.

obtaining loans.”

becomes more opaque. Of the

In the 1990s, a viatical market

almost 900 companies, 27% admit-

attracted a lot of attention. Elderly

have offered assistance to victims,

ted to having “suffered information

and terminally ill patients were

but, with the new federal “Red Flags

theft in the past three years.” More

encouraged to sell the benefits of

Rule,” proposed in 2006, the finan-

than one in every 10 think they are

their life insurance policies for a

cial institution must establish a writ-

highly vulnerable to money launder-

reduced, upfront payment. The viati-

ten identity-theft program with

ing, and the same percentage report

cal policies were bundled and sold

policies and procedures to protect

losses from it in the last three

as securities to investors.

the customer and the bank.

years. One in four admits to internal

In the past, financial institutions

If adopted, this rule will require

fraud.

Today, there has been a resurgent
interest in these “life settlement-

Because they are highly regulated,

backed securities” (death bonds),

identity of those opening new

85% of the firms report having finan-

and Kroll warns, “This market has

accounts. They will also have to

cial controls in place specifically to

attracted its share of fraudsters,

establish a list of red flags to catch

combat fraud. The survey points out

and regulators have reissued warn-

conditions that might indicate or

that as reassuring as that number

ings about illegal and unethical

facilitate identity theft. Staff will have

appears to be, that also means 15%

practices.”

to be trained to implement the Red

of financial services firms don’t have

Flags program. For credit- and debit-

controls in place.

financial institutions to verify the

card issuers, policies will have to be

Energy markets, traditional and
alternative, have become much more
volatile and dangerous. In January

put in place to monitor and validate

Private Equity, Hedge Funds,

2007, the North American Securities

change-of-address requests and

Emerging Markets

Administrators Association reported

requests for additional cards.

Investments in hedge funds currently

260 new cases launched by regula-

The Red Flags Rule hasn’t been

total an estimated $2 trillion. The

tors in the past two years involving

finalized, but, with increased losses,

reason isn’t hard to understand—

oil-and-gas-related scams resulting

you can probably expect the rule to

“returns in Q2 2007 averaged around

in the issuance of 122 cease-and-

soon gain the force of law.

9.7%, according to Morningstar, Inc.”

desist orders.

With a flood of new investments from

60

Funds invested in emerging mar-

The most effective firewalls

Three Achilles’ Heels

state pension funds and endow-

against the global list of fraud con-

The survey blames three inherent

ments, risks have increased. Success

tinue to be technology, sound

weaknesses for the high cost of cor-

has drawn large numbers of new, inex-

accounting, culture and diplomacy,

porate fraud in financial services.

perienced managers. There are “low

and understanding regional law and

First, the sector deals with money.

barriers to entry and low thresholds of

regulations.
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